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Even Though Doomsday  

Has Come and Gone 

 

My Jimi Hendrix poster eyes me  

through its belly-button window, tells me 

in his guitar's soft squelch of feedback  

that I am the very mouthpiece of oblivion.  

 

So I see Earth's silver trumpet working  

its valves of reversal, Jimi's idea crumpled  

into a pack of used guitar strings, and 

his question about aliens living in vitro 

 

clicks a few soundless beats. The rocket  

gives birth to one tiny, delicate-looking  

satellite, titanium spines and solar panels 

 

a prickle of techno-sea-urchin. Writing 

letters to a dead person qualifies one  

for the Ecstasy Rave on the nineteenth floor  

of Edgar Allen Poe's heartache of dream- 

house hysteria. The humility of a billionaire 

begging alms, end-of-the-world prisons 

 

for your orange lips doomed to dilate   

in this gyroscope of tropes. I taste 

my galaxy-class thoughts, the only pause  

you can safely sharpen on a star-drive  

wind. Doomsday goose bumps march across  

the pinnacle of my ancestry, and the stolen  

bicycle of my heart has not changed its name 

 

from Little Wing to Dead in Winter before 

the hardened chain rattles through both  

sets of spokes, subverts even my own death. 

Muscled under, the river groans despite 

  

our crystalized bones, and rises, free of gravity  

at last. All this as a bleak Beethoven sonata  

maneuvers its thunderous blanket, dissonance 

its swarm of quantum hammers unslung. 
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exaltations of lightspeed useless  

      as true art can never unbe 

 
Apology to e. e. cummings– You're dead, but you can't just invent a 

word like "unbe" without someone stealing it from time to time.  

    
"If music be the food of love, play on!" 

                           -Shakespeare's opening of the play, Twelfth Night 
 

Street-lick sleepy, your eyes have nothing  

on your fingertips' love for those guitar strings  

each dispensing my star chamber's mantra  

 

in your spell, kneeling inside sound, super- 

strung symmetry a provable harpoon  

  

of goldfinches upswelling in exaltations of light-  

speed useless as true art can never unbe. I listen. Muscle 

of entry, candied crush shape evolving in gasps 

of light, my tenderest trauma, melody's substance 

  

slipping my softest parts, rinsing flaws from memory,  

cleansing this cyborg of flesh left unsolvable 

  

in crop-circles etched in a godlike resolve. Whimsy  

of tragic, in jammies I sit on the veranda, drape charms  

from the past against your coverlet of chords, words  

 

without referents. Mind freed from the tyranny 

of artificial thought, peal of moon-pebbles hewn 

 

from an opalescent wood, my glued parts  

coming unstuck with each strum lifting me off. 

 

 

So yes, do. Play on! 
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Nevermind that Your Music Can Take 

Ninety-Odd Years to Forget You 

 

No need to strap on your gyrocopter  

hat and swoop over the deepest skyscrapers 

to glimpse this hologram universe.  

 

Rather, try just lying perfectly still, 

tuning your breath to the foresty music 

outside the window, expanding  

to swap places with the blank sky 

 

until even the cosmic nebulae include 

your body. Shockwave everyone you know 

at the party and wear your Mothra jacket  

so your naïveté flits inward toward the light 

from one conversation to another, reciting 

 

the lyrics of your favorite Bowie song 

as if mouthing an ancient poem 

from another galaxy. Then try to engage 

an alien species in the mental kayak  

of tap-shredding. Oh, and dedicate this 

 

sermon to the chorus of tiny voices  

upstairs singing "Hey, Mr. Tambourine Man" 

to a reggae beat, smooth slide-trombone 

 

interlude, cogent suns standing in line  

to inject honey where there's no upstairs  

because you're already on the top floor.  

 

With years comes a kind of magnetism  

where music store salespeople notice  

how lonely guitars reach out for you, follow  

you with their inlaid eyes, and how after  

you leave, their robot minds try to imagine 

your body pretending to become you. 
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